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THIS PRESENTATION IS A GENERAL 

OVERVIEW OF THE TRANSFER PROCESS. THE 

PURPOSE IS TO PROVIDE A FRAMEWORK 

FOR COUNSELORS AND STUDENTS 

REGARDING THE TRANSFER PROCESS.

We recognize that transfer students do not fit into a mold. There are a variety of reasons students 

choose a community college and transfer options. 

Disclaimer



Think about it.

How much do you know about transferring?

TRUE or FALSE:

Transfer students are 

less likely to succeed 

once attending a four-

year institution.

QUESTION:

How many students in 

four-year institutions 

transferred in?

TRUE or FALSE:

Transfer students many 

times find it difficult to 

transfer their credits.



Why Choose a Community College?

Let’s clarify some of these misconceptions…

Alternative academic 

routes work best for 

some students.

Finances are an 

important driver when 

making a college 

decision.

Struggling academics 

has affected the student 

attending school of 

choice.



What is Transferring?

It’s simple, isn’t it?



• Vertical, Lateral, and Reverse Transfer

• Articulation Agreements: Formal arrangements between two or more colleges and universities that 

specify how courses, a general education plan, and/or major requirements transfer from one institution of 

higher education to another. Types include:

• Statewide articulation agreements: apply to all public two- and four- year institutions in a state. (Ex. MnSCU’s MnTC

and the AA degree)

• General education core curriculum (Core-to-Core; Lower-Division Core): Assurances within a state and/or among 

colleges that general education courses will broadly transfer across institutions.

• Program articulation agreements for credits earned toward a specific degree.

• Individual articulation agreements between two colleges.

• Guaranteed admission agreements.

What is Transferring?

Normandale Community College Approved Courses for 

Department of Business Administration at Augsburg College



• Transfer Guides: More general  agreements, often dovetailing an institution’s 

core curriculum or base requirements. 

What is Transferring Cont’d…

*As defined in NACAC’s Transfer Knowledge Hub 



Who Transfers?

There is no specific type of student that makes up the transfer population.
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Did You Know?

*Image from NACAC’s Transfer Knowledge Hub 



Who Transfers Cont’d…

*Image from NACAC’s Transfer Knowledge Hub 



Who Transfers Cont’d…

*Image from NACAC’s Transfer Knowledge Hub 



� Cost savings

� 2 + 2 models
� Transfer scholarships

� Major program might not be solidified

� Chance to explore coursework never 
undertaken, or newly discovered, at a low 
cost

� A new beginning

� An educational mulligan
� Testing the waters

� Affirmative culture

� Diversity, student support services, and fit

� Specific articulated program

� Sometimes, you have few options as a 
student!

� Technical programs and well-known programs
� Career pathways

Why Transfer?



When Should I

Transfer?



Accreditation is KeyAccreditation is Key

Start 

Early!

However, Keep 
in Mind…

Regional 

accreditation 

by the higher 

learning 

commission

Career pathways



How should I go about 

Transferring?

Let’s make this process as easy as possible.



How should I go about Transferring?

� Engage your campus

� Connect, connect, connect – how did you make your campus a 

better place?

� Utilize student support services

� Meet with your academic advisor and your future transfer advisor

� Leverage transfer counselors

� Set high expectations – transform the cultural paradigm

� The same societal assumptions cut both ways!

� Go for honors!

� Inquiry is the key to your success – be your own advocate!
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How should I go about Transferring cont’d…

*Image from NACAC’s Transfer Knowledge Hub 



Questions?Questions?



Denise Herrera M.A.
Assistant Director, Transfer Admissions
Augsburg College

herrerad@augsburg.edu

612-330-1743

Aaron Salasek M.A.

Assistant Director, Transfer Admissions
Augsburg College

salasek@augsburg.edu

612-330-1586
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